
 
 
 
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Veritiv Expands TUFflex Brand of Packaging Essentials 
 

Product Portfolio Now Includes Carton Sealing and Specialty Tapes; 
Machine, Hand and Specialty Stretch Film; Shrink Film; and Mailers 

 
ATLANTA (May 24, 2016) – Veritiv Corporation (NYSE: VRTV) recently expanded its 
TUFflex™ line of packaging essentials. The TUFflex product portfolio – Proven to Protect and 
Perform – is exclusively available nationwide through Veritiv and includes carton sealing and 
specialty tapes; machine, hand and specialty stretch film; shrink film; and mailers. 
 
“People may have heard of the TUFflex brand, as it is a legacy line that has been protecting 
customer shipments for more than 15 years,” said Darin Tang, Senior Vice President of 
Packaging at Veritiv. “We have now enhanced the line by adding products to the Veritiv 
packaging portfolio, offering a stronger brand that delivers enduring performance, maximum 
efficiency, and unmatched value.” 
 
Veritiv’s TUFflex brand offers a wide variety of products that will support most packaging 
applications.  TUFflex brand mailers are offered in both poly and natural kraft bubble options, 
offering customers attractive alternatives to traditional mailing products.  
 
TUFflex products are also suitable for packaging applications in a variety of industries, including 
manufacturing, food, and fulfillment.  The full product line is offered at a competitive price 
structure, making it accessible to both large and small enterprises.  
 
In addition to its flagship private brand, Veritiv also offers a full lineup of industrial packaging 
and shipping supplies from shrink film to stretch film, cushioning to closures, as well as food-
grade packaging supplies and custom corrugated solutions.   
 
For more information and to sign-up for product updates, visit the TUFflex website. 
 
Click here to view the TUFflex Is Right For You video. 
 
 
About Veritiv 
Veritiv Corporation (NYSE: VRTV), headquartered in Atlanta, is a leading North American business-to-business distributor of print, 
publishing, packaging, and facility solutions; and also a provider of logistics and supply chain management services. Serving 
customers in a wide range of industries, the Company has approximately 180 distribution centers throughout the U.S., Mexico and 
Canada, and employs approximately 8,800 team members worldwide that help shape the success of its customers.  For more 
information about Veritiv and its business segments visit www.veritivcorp.com. 
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